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This is the first issue of *Landscape Journal* without either of its founders as a co-editor. It could only start by thanking them for all that they have done. CELA expressed it well at its recent annual conference, with the following award:

The Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture presents this Award of Special Recognition to Arnold Alanen and Darrel Morrison for their contributions to the profession and the discipline of landscape architecture as founders and editors of *Landscape Journal*.

Others talked—they acted.

*Landscape Journal* itself received an award recently as well—an Ozzie Award for Design Excellence from the organization Magazine Design and Production. Our particular Ozzie was a Silver Award for Best Special or Single Issue Design, Educational. The issue receiving the award was Volume Seven, Number Two, *Nature, Form, and Meaning*, guest edited by Anne Whitson Spirn. More than twelve hundred entries were entered in the competition.

Since both the *Journal* and its editors have been recognized, the tributes should be completed by recognizing one more person, Steve Miller of the University of Wisconsin Press. None of the awards, nor even the continued existence of the *Journal*, would have been possible without his devotion and commitment of a decade.